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Abstract—In present paper, a novel and eﬀective hyperthermia
applicator utilizing an elliptically bent conformal array of longitudinal
slots in narrow wall of rectangular waveguide is analyzed by two
diﬀerent approaches, viz., the vector potential method and FresnelKirchhoﬀ scalar diﬀraction ﬁeld theory. The agreement between
two theories is reasonably very good. This conﬁguration is mainly
intended as a specialized and very eﬀective applicator for hyperthermia
treatment of tumor within curved portions of human body such as
abdomen, neck, chest etc. Each slot of the conformal array is excited
by a coaxial line probe. It is proposed that the interior of the waveguide
be ﬁlled with water to provide a good impedance match with the
bio-medium. The contour distribution of speciﬁc absorption rate
(SAR) in x-z plane, SAR distribution in y-direction and parameters
such as penetration depth, power absorption coeﬃcient, eﬀective ﬁeld
size (EFS) due to the conformal array as well as single slot are
evaluated and compared at 433 MHz. The results for contour SAR
distribution at 433 MHz for elliptically bent conformal array are also
compared with those for other array conﬁgurations such as circularly
bent conformal array and planar array. The eﬀect of change in phase
and amplitude excitation of each slot of the array on SAR distribution
is also examined. The results demonstrate that slotted waveguide
conformal array oﬀers marked improvement in SAR distribution and
penetration depth over single slot. It also has better focusing ability
as compared with planar array for controlled amplitude and phase
excitations of the elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The design of microwave array applicator for hyperthermia treatment
of tumor within curved portion of human body such as abdomen,
neck, chest etc. is motivated by the need to elevate the temperature
throughout the tumor to the therapeutic temperature range (43◦ to
50◦ C) and selectively heat deep-seated tumors while sparing normal
tissue. The design of an eﬀective hyperthermia applicator to transfer
microwave energy to the treatment area is an important problem. The
applicator must possess focusing ability, be light in weight, compact
and compatible to the shape of heating region of the body. The
applicator should also have the ability to modify absorbed power
distributions during use by changing the amplitude and phase of
individual applicators. These requirements, put together provide a
challenging list of speciﬁcations that demand innovation in applicator
design beyond known conventional array conﬁgurations. Microwave
hyperthermia is one of the important tools in the therapeutic and
non-invasive treatment of tumors in human body [1]. The precise
focusing of beam is still challenging, and the conformal antenna array
is a prospective solution to this problem, owing to the ﬂexible contour
of the array geometry, which can blend with the local body surface
area and its potential to steer the beam in the desired direction. An
elliptical array is a real conformal applicator which conforms to the
shape of the treatment area of the human body, such as abdomen,
neck, chest etc. Conformal arrays are useful for scanning over a wide
range of angles, typically > ±70◦ , whereas conventional planar arrays
have substantial gain reductions and mismatch losses over wide scan
angles.
A number of studies on array conﬁgurations using diﬀerent types
of applicators for hyperthermia treatment of cancer have been reported
in the literature [2–10], such as linear array [2, 3], planar array [4],
hexagonal array [5], circular/ring array [6, 7], cylindrical array [8],
spherical array [9], annular phased array [10] and many other array
conﬁgurations using waveguides, horns etc.
In the present paper, a novel microwave hyperthermia conformal
array system, which diﬀers somewhat from the above conventional
array applicators, is reported. The technique is based on a elliptically
bent conformal array of longitudinal slots in narrow wall of waterloaded rectangular waveguide, which is a realistic hyperthermia array
and is compatible with the curved surface of human body such as
abdomen, neck, chest etc. The use of slots in waveguide has proved
to be a promising means of launching high frequency radiation in biomedia. The longitudinal slots in narrow wall of rectangular waveguide
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are commonly called edge slots, which possess the key advantages
of relative ease of construction, higher radiation eﬃciency, higherpower handling capability, and broader frequency bandwidth over the
broad-wall slots. The unique characteristic feature of this new type of
array is its compatibility with the treatment surface and its focusing
ability. The slotted waveguide conformal array is loaded with water to
match its impedance with heating medium and hence suﬃcient energy
deposition at the tumor site can be achieved. Also, loading the array
applicator with water reduces the dimensions of the slots making them
suitable for array conﬁguration. Elliptically bent slotted waveguide
conformal array oﬀers the advantage of being lightweight, rugged,
compact and easy to handle. The speciﬁc absorption rate (SAR),
which is the rate at which microwave energy is absorbed per unit
mass of biological tissue has been used by hyperthermia researchers
to characterize energy deposition and heating patterns in tissues and
in biological models. The expression for speciﬁc absorption rate (SAR)
as a function of space co-ordinates is derived for the conformal array
in direct contact with a heating medium (muscle/tumor). The present
analysis is based on two diﬀerent approaches, namely the vector
potential method [11] and Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ scalar diﬀraction ﬁeld
theory [12]. The expressions for electric ﬁeld and the results for SAR
in the heating medium obtained by two methods agree well with each
other. The penetration depth (PDh ) is deﬁned as depth where SAR
value is down to 13.5 percent of the maximum in the heating medium.
Power absorption coeﬃcient (PACh ) is obtained by taking the inverse
of penetration depth in heating medium. The eﬀective ﬁeld size (EFS)
is the area covered by 50% (−3 dB) SAR contour [10]. The contour of
SAR distributions, penetration depth, power absorption coeﬃcient and
eﬀective ﬁeld size are evaluated for the array and single slot at 433 MHz,
one of the ISM frequencies. Each slot of the conformal array is excited
by a coaxial line probe. The eﬀect of phase and amplitude control of
excitation for individual slots of the array on SAR distributions has
been theoretically analyzed at a frequency of 433 MHz. The contour
SAR distributions at 433 MHz for elliptically bent conformal array
are also compared with those for circularly bent conformal array and
planar array and it is shown that the elliptically bent conformal array
has better focusing ability as compared with planar array for controlled
amplitude and phase excitations of the elements.
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Figure 1. (a) Elliptically bent conformal array of longitudinal slots in
narrow wall of water-loaded rectangular waveguide (b) angular position
and angular orientation of (i, j)th slot of the conformal array.
2. ANALYSIS OF ELLIPTICALLY BENT SLOTTED
WAVEGUIDE CONFORMAL ARRAY
An elliptically bent conformal array of longitudinal slots in narrow
wall of water-loaded rectangular waveguide terminated in heatingmedium (muscle/tumor) is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and
the orientation of an element of the array is shown in Fig. 1(b). For
slotted waveguide conformal array, slot radiates into one hemisphere
only. The heating-medium has complex permittivity of ε∗h = ε − jε .
L and w are the length and width of each slot respectively. In present
analysis, heating-medium is considered to be extending upto inﬁnity
along positive y-direction and each slot aperture is assumed to be in
direct contact with the heating surface. In an array environment,
the element pattern is aﬀected by the mutual coupling between the
elements. This eﬀect is generally considered to be secondary and is
neglected in this study, since experimentally it is investigated that
coupling between adjacent waveguide elements is on the order of
−30 dB, presumably low due to high medium losses [4]. Let centre of
(i, j)th slot (i.e., ith slot in an elliptical arc subarray and jth subarray)
in the conformal array is situated at the point (xij , yij , zij ) and the
coordinates of ﬁeld point P be (x, y, z). Assume the coordinates of a
point in the aperture of (i, j)th slot with the centre of that slot acting
as the origin to be (x , 0, z  ). All the antenna sub-arrays considered
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in this study are assumed to have rotational symmetry and conformal
array consists of elliptical arc subarrays stacked vertically (i.e., in xdirection). The electric-ﬁeld in heating medium due to the (i, j)th
slot of the conformal array can be found by following two diﬀerent
approaches: the vector potential method and Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ scalar
diﬀraction ﬁeld theory.
2.1. The Vector Potential Method
In this technique, a longitudinal slot is considered to be equivalent to a
magnetic dipole radiator as discussed by Wolﬀ [11]. According to the
equivalence principle, the magnetic surface current density at (i, j)th
inﬁnitesimal slot is given by
M s = −n̂ij × E s = −(ŷ cos θij + ẑ sin θij ) × Esx x̂

(1)

where x̂ is a unit vector in the direction of x-axis and n̂ij is a unit vector
in the direction perpendicular to the aperture of (i, j)th slot. θij is the
orientation of the longitudinal axis of (i, j)th slot of the conformal
array measured from positive z  -axis. The electric vector potential, F s
can be found as
ε
Fs =
4π
=

 w/2  L/2
M s e−jkrij

−w/2 −L/2
εE sx wLe−jkrij

4πrij

rij

dz  dx

(−ŷ sin θij + ẑ cos θij )

(2)

where k is the complex propagation constant in heating medium
(= ω µ0 ε(1 − jσh /ωε)), ω is the angular frequency of the operating
microwave. σh (= ωε ) and ε are conductivity and imaginary part of
permittivity of the heating-medium respectively. For inﬁnitesimal slot
rij ≈ Rij .
The near electric ﬁeld can computed from the relation
E = −jωA −

jω
1
∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × F
2
k
ε

(3)

where A is magnetic vector potential. In the present case A = 0. It
is noted from the symmetry of the slot that there is no variation of
the ﬁeld in the x-direction, i.e., ∂/∂x = 0. The near electric ﬁeld for
inﬁnitesimal slot can be obtained from Eqns. (2) and (3). If the slot is
long with sinusoidal ﬁeld distribution, it is subdivided into a number
of inﬁnitesimal slots of length ∆z  . As the number of subdivisions is
increased, each inﬁnitesimal slot approaches a length dz  . The electric
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ﬁeld [Es (z)] across each inﬁnitesimal slot is assumed constant. The
near ﬁeld of long slot is therefore a superposition of the ﬁelds of each
of the small segments. The near electric ﬁeld due to the small element
dz  can be put in the following form




Es (z)e−jkrij
1
dEx =
jk+
[(y−yij )·cos θij +(z−zij −z  )·sin θij ]dz  dx
2
r
4πrij
ij
(4)
Total near ﬁeld due to (i, j)th long slot at the ﬁeld point (x, y, z) is
therefore
Eij (P ) =


 w/2  L/2
El (z)e−jkrij
−w/2 −L/2

2
4πrij

1
jk +
rij



[(y − yij ) · cos θij + (z − zij − z  ) · sin θij ]dx dz 

(5)

where El (z) is sinusoidal electric ﬁeld distribution across the aperture
of long slot [13] in narrow wall of rectangular waveguide for TE10 mode
given by


L
(6)
− |z  |
El (z) = Em sin kh
2
where Em is the maximum electric ﬁeld intensity in the slot.
2.2. Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ Scalar Diﬀraction Field Theory
The electric-ﬁeld in heating medium due to the (i, j)th slot of the
conformal array can be found by Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ scalar diﬀraction
formula [12] given below.
1
Eij (P ) =
4π



e−jkrij
El (z)
rij
area



1
jk+
rij



n̂ij · r̂ij +jkn̂ij · ŝij dx dz 

(7)
where i = 1, 2, . . . , 4 and j = 1, 2, . . . , 4, r̂ij is the unit vector along rij
from source point to the ﬁeld point, ŝij is the unit vector normal to
the wavefront at the aperture of (i, j)th slot. For nearly all aperture
illuminations that concentrate energy along the normal to aperture
of (i, j)th slot, n̂ij · ŝij may be taken to be zero, since n̂ij is almost
perpendicular to ŝij .
Since
rij = {x − (xij + x )} · x̂ + (y − yij ) · ŷ + {z − (zij + z  )} · ẑ (8)
rij
r̂ij =
(9)
rij
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Therefore,
n̂ij · r̂ij =

(y − yij ) · cos θij + (z − zij − z  ) · sin θij
rij

(10)

After substituting for the term n̂ij · r̂ij of the integrand of Eqn. (7)
from Eqn. (10), the electric ﬁeld at point P (x, y, z) due to (i, j)th slot
can be put in simpliﬁed form as given in Eqn. (5).
2.3. Position of (i, j)th Slot of the Conformal Array
The length of each slot may be taken as L = λd /2, where λd is the
wavelength in water. The width w of the slot can be chosen from the
relation 2w
λd and is taken as λd /20. The spacing between any
two adjacent slots from center to center in x-direction can be selected
using the relation d = w + ∆d, where ∆d can be adjusted for proper
separation between slots. The yij and zij co-ordinates of each slot can
be calculated from the following relations
yij = b − ri sin αi

(11)

zij = ri cos αi

(12)

and
where ri = √

ab
,
b2 cos2 αi +a2 sin2 αi

2a and 2b are the major and minor axes

of ellipse of the arc array respectively. αij is the angular position of
the ith element of jth subarray from z  -axis. αij can be found by
αij = αn − ∆α × (n − i)

(13)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, n is number of elements in jth subarray (in the
present case n = 4) and ∆α can be chosen using the relation ∆α ≥
L
2 tan−1 2a
so that any two adjacent slots have proper separation.
There is uniform angular distribution of the elements on the elliptical
arc. The angular position of the last/nth element of jth subarray, αn
can be found by
180◦ + ∆α
+
αn =
2





n
− 1 · ∆α.
2

(14)

2.4. Orientation of (i, j)th Slot of Elliptical Conformal Array
The orientation of (i, j)th slot is deﬁned by an angle θij , which is
the angle between z  -axis and tangent to the elliptical arc drawn at
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the angular position of (i, j)th slot. For any elliptical arc subarray
(keeping xij constant)


yij
b

2



+

zij
a

2

=1

(15)

By geometry, it can found that θij is equal to the slope of tangent
drawn on point (xij , yij , zij ) of the ellipse deﬁned by Eqn. (15).
Thus


zij
b2
−1
θij = tan
− 2
(16)
a (b − yij )
2.5. Total Near Electric Field and SAR Value Due to
Conformal Phased Array
The total electric ﬁeld of the array at a near-ﬁeld point P (x, y, z) can be
obtained by superposition. The total electric ﬁeld Et at the observation
point P (x, y, z) due to entire array [2] is given by
Et (P ) =

Wij Eij (P )
j

(17)

i

where
Wij = |Wij |ejδij
= weighting factor for (i, j)th slot of the arc array

(18)

If we want to focus the energy at point F , the electric ﬁeld due to
all elements of the array at point F should be in same phase. If
phase excitation (phase weighing factor) of each element of the array
is managed to be negative of the phase of the ﬁeld that is produced
at point F by same element operating coherently, the ﬁelds due to
all elements of the array at point F will be added in phase. Thus,
microwave energy is focused at point F . In order to focus the array
ﬁeld at a point F we must have phase excitation of the (i, j)th slot
equal to
(19)
δij = (−1){phase of E ij (F )}
When Eqn. (19) is used in Eqn. (17), all the terms in the summation
are added in phase at point F and not at other observation points
because ﬁelds at other observation points will not be in phase at all.
The amplitude excitations (amplitude weighting factors) of the
elements of the array are controlled according to requirement of
eﬀective size of heating and location of heating, e.g., for heating the
bio-medium in the middle region of the aperture of the array, the
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amplitude weighting factors of inner elements of the array can be
kept equal to 1 and those of outer elements are kept less than 1 to
get desired heating pattern. The size of SAR distribution at tumor
location (at focused point) can be controlled by appropriate amplitude
and phase excitations of each slot of the array. This can be done
as follows: power from a source is divided into as many equal parts
as there are slots in the array using a power divider. Each of the
output ports of the power divider is to be connected to the coaxial
probe/loop through variable attenuator and phase-shifter for exciting
the slot. Adjustment of magnitude and phase of weighting factor can
be done by appropriately changing the variable attenuator and phaseshifter respectively connected in the path of signal for each slot of the
array.
The speciﬁc absorption rate (SAR) in heating-medium can be
evaluated by
σh |Et (P )|2
(20)
SAR =
2ρh
where ρh is density of the heating-medium.
2.6. Design of of Elliptically Bent Slotted Waveguide
Conformal Array
Water-loaded rectangular waveguide EIA WR-229 with 5.8 × 2.9 cm2
aperture size is chosen for slotted conformal array operating at
433 MHz. The permittivity of water is taken to be 78−j1.25 [14]. Total
16 slots are taken for conformal array with 4 slots (n = 4) on each of
the four elliptical arc subarrays. The computed dimensions of each slot
are L = 3.9 cm and w = 0.4 cm. Practical values of 2a = 30 cm and
2b = 18 cm for abdomen region of human body are taken in present
computation. Here angular separation between two subsequent slots,
∆α and centre to centre spacing between any two adjacent slots in
x-direction (d) are taken equal to 25◦ and 3 mm respectively. The four
slots are situated at 52.5◦ , 77.5◦ , 102.5◦ and 127.5◦ from z  -axis on
each four subarrays.
2.7. Numerical Results and Discussion
The properties of tumor are assumed to be identical to muscle in the
present numerical solution. The complex permittivity [15] and density
[16] of heating-medium (muscle/tumor) are taken to be ε∗h = 47−j34.9
and ρh = 1050 Kg/m3 respectively in the present computation. The
contour of SAR distribution in heating-medium (muscle/tumor region)
for elliptically bent conformal array of longitudinal slots in narrow
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wall of water-loaded rectangular waveguide are quantiﬁed theoretically
at 433 MHz utilizing both the approaches, viz., the vector potential
method and Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ scalar diﬀraction ﬁeld theory using
MATLAB and the results are presented in Figs. 2–5.
Fig. 2 illustrates the contour of relative SAR distribution (in dB)
for elliptically bent coherent/unfocused conformal array in x-z plane
at 433 MHz. The SAR values are normalized to the maximum value of
SAR in heating-medium. The eﬀective ﬁeld size (EFS) is also evaluated
and the results are presented in Table 1.

Figure 2. Relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm
for elliptically bent conformal coherent array.
Fig. 3 shows the relative SAR contour (in dB) focused [2] at
the point (0 cm, 3.5 cm, z = 2 cm) by calculating phase due to each
slot of the array with the help of Eqn. (19) for elliptically bent
conformal array. In this case, amplitude excitation of each slot of
the array is kept uniform. Two heating spots for focused array with
appropriate phase excitation of each slot are obtained with EFS equal
to 13 and 0.9 cm2 in comparison to single heating spot obtained for
coherent/unfocused conformal array (EFS = 41 cm2 ) (Table 1). The
larger hot spot (13 cm2 ) is focused at the expected point (0 cm, 3.5 cm,
z = 2 cm). By comparing the focused SAR-distribution contour with
unfocused/coherent SAR contour given in Fig. 2, it is concluded that
by changing the phase of each slot, the hot spot can be steered to the
desired location/point to treat deep-seated tumors.
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Table 1. Parameters of array and single slot at 433 MHz.

Parameters
PDh
PACh
EFS uniform phase and amplitude
excitation (wij=1, δ ij=0)
EFS different phase excitation
(wij=1, δ ij from Equation 19)
EFS different amplitude excitation
(wij from Table 2, δ ij=0)
EFS different phase and amplitude
excitation (wij from Table 2, δij from
Equation 19)

Planar
array

Single slot

4.20 cm
23.80 m-1

Circularly
bent
conformal
array
4.20 cm
23.80 m-1

41 cm2

41 cm2

13 cm2
0.9 cm2
34 cm2

10 cm2

9 cm

-

30 cm2

26 cm2

-

12 cm2

11cm2

15 cm2

-

Elliptically
bent conformal
array

4.20 cm 0.90 cm
23.80 110.98 m-1
m-1
41cm2
11cm2
2

Figure 3. Relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for
elliptically bent conformal phased array with diﬀerent phase excitation
of each slot.
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Table 2. Proﬁle of amplitude excitation of (i, j)th slot of the conformal
array.
i

j
1
2
3
4

1

2

3

4

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7

Figure 4. Relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for
elliptically bent conformal array with diﬀerent amplitude excitation of
each slot.
Fig. 4 depicts the relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane for
the proﬁle of amplitude excitation, given in Table 2 for each slot of
the conformal array. Here phase excitation of each slot of the array is
kept constant to observe the eﬀect of amplitude excitation of each slot
on the SAR distribution. The eﬀective ﬁeld size (EFS) is 34 cm2 in
this case, while EFS is 41 cm2 for coherent conformal array (Table 1).
Thus, the size of heating spot can be optimized by proper amplitude
excitation for each slot of the conformal array.
In Fig. 5, the relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane is shown
for the proﬁle of amplitude excitation given in Table 2 for each slot
of the conformal array and for the phase calculated for each slot of
the conformal array with the help of Eqn. (19) to focus energy at the
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Figure 5. Relative SAR contour (in dB) in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm
for elliptically bent conformal phased array with diﬀerent phase and
amplitude excitations of each slot.
point (0 cm, 3.5 cm, z = 2 cm). Now, EFS is 12 cm2 , whereas EFS
is 41 cm2 for coherent conformal array (Table 1). Therefore, desired
shape (EFS) of SAR distribution at tumor location (at focused point)
can be obtained by appropriate amplitude and phase excitations of
each slot of the conformal array.
The SAR distributions are computed utilizing the vector potential
method/Fresnel-Kirchhoﬀ scalar diﬀraction ﬁeld theory for elliptically
and circularly bent conformal arrays and planar array and the results
are presented in Figs. 6–10. The centre of each slot in circularly
bent conformal array has same (x, y, z) position as the respective slot
in elliptically bent conformal array. The diameter of circularly bent
conformal array is taken to be 30 cm (= 2a). Each slot in planar array
has same x and z coordinates as the respective slot in elliptically bent
conformal array. The y-coordinate of each slot in planar array is taken
to be zero. Remaining speciﬁcations for circularly bent conformal array
and planar array are the same as for elliptically bent conformal array.
Normalized SAR distributions along y-direction for elliptically and
circularly bent conformal arrays, planar array and single slot have
been compared in Figure 6. The penetration depth (PDh ) and power
absorption coeﬃcient (PACh ) in heating medium for the arrays and
single slot are presented in Table 1. It can be seen from Fig. 6
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Figure 6. Normalized SAR distribution in y-direction at x = z = 0 cm
for coherent arrays and single slot.

Figure 7. −3 dB SAR contour in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for coherent
arrays.
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Figure 8. −3 dB SAR contour in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for phased
arrays with diﬀerent phase excitation of each slot.
and Table 1 that elliptically bent conformal array can heat tumors
at greater depth in comparison to the single slot applicator. Also all
the arrays considered have the same penetration depth.
The −3 dB contour (eﬀective ﬁeld/heating size) of relative SAR
distribution (in dB) for coherent/unfocused elliptically and circularly
bent conformal arrays, planar coherent array and single slot are
compared in x-z plane at 433 MHz (Fig. 7). The eﬀective ﬁeld size
(EFS) evaluated for coherent arrays and single slot are listed in Table 1.
From Fig. 7 and Table 1, it can be inferred that slotted array applicator
can heat much larger area in transverse direction than single slot. All
coherent arrays have almost equal EFS. The elliptically bent conformal
array provides slightly greater energy spread along z-direction while
other type of arrays give slightly better energy spread along x-direction.
Fig. 8 shows the −3 dB contour SAR distribution (in dB) focused
[2] at the point (0 cm, 3.5 cm, z = 2 cm) for elliptically and circularly
bent conformal phased arrays and planar array. In this case, amplitude
excitation of each slot of array under study is kept uniform. For the
elliptically bent conformal phased array larger EFS is steered at the
expected point (0 cm, 3.5, z = 2 cm) (Table 1) as compared with
circularly bent conformal array and planar array.
In Fig. 9, the −3 dB contour SAR distribution (in dB) in x-z plane
is shown for the proﬁle of amplitude excitation, given in Table 2 for each
slot of the array for elliptically and circularly bent conformal phased
arrays and planar array. Here phase excitation of each slot of the
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Figure 9. −3 dB SAR contour in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for arrays
with diﬀerent amplitude excitation of each slot.

Figure 10. −3 dB SAR contour in x-z plane at y = 3.5 cm for phased
arrays with diﬀerent phase and amplitude excitation of each slot.
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array under study is kept constant to observe the eﬀect of amplitude
excitation of each slot on the SAR distribution. The elliptically bent
conformal phased array has larger EFS than other arrays (Table 1).
The −3 dB contour SAR distributions (in dB) in x-z plane for the
proﬁle of amplitude excitation given in Table 2 for each slot and for
the phase calculated for each slot with the help of Eqn. (19) to focus
at the point (0 cm, 3.5 cm, z = 2 cm) for elliptically and circularly bent
conformal phased arrays and planar array are shown in Figure 10. In
this case elliptically and circularly bent conformal arrays have almost
identical focusing ability. Also conformal arrays have better focusing
ability as compared with planar array.
3. CONCLUSION
The analysis approaches have been presented for SAR distributions
in heating-medium (muscle/tumor) illuminated by a novel elliptically
bent conformal array of longitudinal slots in narrow wall of
water-loaded rectangular waveguide and the results for SAR
distribution/contour have been compared with those for circular and
planar arrays. It is shown that slotted conformal array can heat larger
tumor area and has higher penetration depth in comparison to single
slot applicator. It is shown that by adjusting phase and amplitude
excitation of each slot, it is possible to heat tumors of arbitrary size
selectively, i.e., heating ﬁeld size can controlled by adjusting phase
and amplitude excitations of each slot. The present theory can be
utilized to develop a novel, eﬀective and realistic elliptically bent
conformal array of longitudinal slots in narrow wall of water-loaded
rectangular waveguide for hyperthermia treatment of cancer within
the curved regions of human body, e.g., abdomen, neck, chest etc.
The elliptically bent conformal phased array has better focusing ability
under controlled amplitude and phase excitations of the elements as
compared with planar array. Also, the elliptically bent conformal array
conﬁrms to the curved geometry of the human body in a better way
as compared with other type of arrays considered.
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